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Discovering Philosophy is a comprehensive introduction to philosophy that is specially designed for

readers who are more comfortable with secondary, rather than primary sources. Using more

accessible content that is unintimidating yet intellectually engaging, it relates the philosophical

issues to readers&#39; own experiences and challenges them to do philosophy on their own.  

Presents excerpts from primary sources when appropriate, but relies primarily on summaries,

explanations, and discussions of the major arguments on the issues involved; teaches readers not

so much about what philosophers think, but how to think philosophically themselves; demonstrates

that after understanding a philosopher&#39;s position we are supposed to react to it, not memorize

it; explores the major, traditional areas and topics of philosophy Ã¢â‚¬â€œ logic, free

will/determinism, ethics, political obligation, the nature of reality, knowledge, the existence of God,

the meaning of life.
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How can we understand the world around us? How do we become happy? How do our minds work?

Ã‚Â   Discovering Philosophy looks at these and other fundamental questions. Specially designed

for students who are more comfortable with secondary than with primary sources, Discovering

Philosophy is a comprehensive introduction that is accessible and intellectually engaging. It relates

philosophical issues to studentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ own experiences and challenges them to do philosophy

on their own. Ã‚Â  The new Portfolio Edition draws on popular culture, from Harry Potter to



Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Matrix.Ã¢â‚¬Â• It includes basic elements of symbolic logic, informal fallacies,

discussions of ethical relativism, and string theory, fuller discussions of Kant, and of democracy as a

value, and a questionnaire for students based on MillÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s idea that there are qualitative

differences in pleasures and pains.

Thomas I. White is the Hilton Professor of Business Ethics and the Director of the Center for Ethics

and Business at Loyola Marymount.

Fantastic book to the introduction of Philosophy. I love the outline, chapters are very clear and I'm

learning a lot about history and culture.

Ordered in "Used - Good" condition and as described, item only had slight wear in the form of an old

and faded sticker on the front cover. The corners were also slightly bent, but there were no

markings or page tears of any kind.As for the book itself, it was required reading for my intro

philosophy class and I found it extremely easy to digest as a newcomer to that area of study. It was

not filled with unwieldy academic language or terms and presented each concept simply but

sufficiently enough for me to do well in the course.

good

Great novel for breaking down philosophy into beginner level categories. Enjoyed reading it during

my intro class

This was the most "readable"textbook I've ever used. Good intro to philosophy

just as advertiesed

Great

I was warned by many friends how frustrating philosophy was to study. This text made

understanding philosophy fun and easy! I had no problems getting the concepts!
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